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THIS YEAR’S CONFERENCE was held at Keele
University, about 20 miles outside Manchester. As
always, there was a smorgasbord of lectures and

demonstrations and the Suppliers’ Fair with lots of
fabulous things to buy.

Amongst the lectures and demonstrations that I was
able to attend, Martin Frost’s lecture Life and Crimes of
a Foredge Painter was perhaps one of the best as it was
instructive, educational and very entertaining. Some other
very good lectures dealt with topics such as ‘Aerocotton
and Aerolinen’ by Lizzie Neville, ‘Facsimile of the Kiel
Treaty’ by Marianne Lund Petersen and Marysa de Veer’s
The Business of Bookbinding. Trevor Lloyd’s The

Finishing Touch  was extremely impressive. The skill
and speed with which Trevor Lloyd does his gold tooling
is something to behold.

I was asked to report on my demonstration ‘Uses of a
Small Rotary Tool’. Some of you were able to attend my
pre-UK demonstration at the Guild but of course, many
were not.

It is a bit nerve-wracking to do a demonstration for so
many colleagues and I wasn’t quite sure how it would be
received. To my pleasant surprise the auditorium was
almost full and I received a good round of applause at the
end. To many attending, the various uses of the tool were
not as obvious as I might have thought.

The Society of Bookbinders’ Conference 2015
Barbara Schmelzer
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My small rotary tool happens to be a Dremel but there
are a variety of others, for example Proxxon. When
purchasing a small drill for bookbinding it is important
to establish first all the various ways you would like to
use the tool in bookbinding, otherwise you might find
that the drill you bought does not have the attachment
you need for various projects.

The demonstration began with Health and Safety
concerns: you will need a dust mask, safety glasses and
full concentration on what you are doing to avoid injury.
This was followed by an introduction of the basic
attachments such as collets, mandrels, multi-chuck, the
stand and flexshaft.

The tool can be used on the stand for drilling (Japanese
Bindings, Secret Belgium Bindings, Clasps etc.) and, if
swivelled to the side, can also be employed for polishing,
cleaning and sanding.

Then the drill was switched to the flexshaft. I find the
flexshaft incredibly convenient as it means I don’t have to
hold the weight of the drill and can move it much more
easily into various positions.

I continued demonstrating sanding leather/cloth for
rebacking (both old and new), bone folders, clasps, wood
and board. From there we moved on to cutting with the
cutting wheel – this can be used for making serf cuts for
lumbecking (single page binding), cutting brass for clasps,
wood and acrylic and making your own tools.

Engraving wood, bone, horn, acrylic or metal is also
possible. The clasp shown below was completely made
using a rotary tool – cutting, sanding, engraving, polishing
and drilling. For rounding the heads of brass nails to
attach the clasps I found a burr ball attachment which is
used in jewellery making. There are many tools jewellers
use which fit the small rotary tool and are useful in
bookbinding.

The best fun, albeit a bit noisy, is of course the routing.
The drill fastens directly into the routing attachment and
a variety of routing bits are available. I use the routing
attachment and bits to prepare boards for wooden
bindings. The sides can be chamfered using a special
chamfer bit, corner-rounding bits and many others. The
channels and holes to accommodate the cords or thongs
are done with the round bits.

A clasp made with a rotary tool.
Photos: Jeannine Prosser.

Channels and holes made using round bits.
Photo: Jeannine Prosser.
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I have also successfully used round-routing bits as
well as engraving bits and others for decorating acrylic
and wooden boards.

The variety of projects you can undertake with this
versatile tool are truly endless, and you just need to start
playing around with it. Don’t expect to be perfect
immediately—you will need to learn how to use the basic
tool, as well as the different drill/routing attachments.

Acrylic boards using the router.
Photo: Jeannine Prosser.

Wooden boards decorated using the router .
Photo: Jeannine Prosser.

Be patient with yourself whilst learning and you will
achieve good results in a short time.

If you are interested in obtaining the handout I put
together for the Conference, please e-mail me on

 barbara@barbaraschmelzer.com.au

WHEN undertaking the Certificate in Book
Restoration some twenty years ago I was
introduced to French Sewing (also called French

Weave) as a method of linking sections together by passing
the thread under the loop of the preceding section.  I
quickly came to prefer this method of section sewing,
rather than the method of straight tape sewing, where
the tapes did the major work of keeping the sections close
together.

A few years ago I realised that the French Sewing, or
French Weave, was quite attractive and I incorporated it
with Coptic Sewing to create a decorative, exposed spine
sewing.   You can use one, two or three tapes or ribbons
that are held by the French Sewing with as many rows of
Coptic Sewing that you think are appropriate.  The
directions below are for an A5 book with three tapes and
ten rows of Coptic Sewing.

Materials
Eight to ten sections with approximately six folios in each
section, depending on paper weight.

• Approx 2.5mm board for covers; cover paper and
lining paper.

• 1.2 metres of 2cm ribbon—colour co-ordinate with
cover paper.

• Sewing thread.  Also colour co-ordinate with cover
paper and ribbon.

Preparation
• Stab the sewing stations from head to tail 1.5cm;

1cm; 1cm; 1cm; 2cm; 1cm; 1cm; 1cm; 2cm; 1cm;
1cm; 1cm; 2cm; 1cm; 1cm; 1cm leaving 1.5cm at
the tail.

• Prepare boards, four to six mm longer than height
of book and two to three mm wider than book,
depending on whether you want 2mm or 3mm
squares. Cover and line the boards.

• Then stab the same sewing stations on the cover
boards to match with those on the sections, 5mm
in from the spine edge of the covers, (allowing for
the two or three mm at head and tail).

NB:  Sewing stations from tail, 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14,
15 and 16 are Coptic stitches; sewing stations 4–5; 8–9
and 12–13 are for French Sewing.

French Sewing used as a Decorative Exposed
Spine Sewing

Jean Riley
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Sewing
• Place the first section on the back cover and take

needle and thread from inside the first sewing
station of the first section at the tail of the book.
Then take the thread to outside of spine and down
and around the outside of the cover and enter the
hole on the outside of the cover.  Bring the thread
to the outside of spine between the cover and
section 1 and go round the cover again and bring
the thread out on the left side of the first thread
attaching the cover and enter sewing station (ss)
1.  Tie off with loose thread inside ss 1.  Then exit
ss 2 and repeat as for ss 1.  Repeat for ss 3.  Exit at
ss 4, then enter ss 5. (This forms the first sewing
for the French Weave). Continue as above for ss 6
and 7; 10 and 11 and 14, 15 and 16 taking the
thread around the spine twice to start the Coptic
sewings and at ss 10–11 and 14–15 repeat as for
ss 4–5 to start the French Weave. After completing
the sewing at ss 16 add section 2 and climb and
enter section 2 from outside to inside the ss directly
above ss 16.  Exit at ss 15 and take the thread
down and make a link stitch by taking the thread
between section 1 and the cover.  Make sure you

pick up both threads attaching the cover.  Re-enter
ss 15 then exit ss 14.  Repeat sewing as for ss 15.
Make sure the link stitch for each coptic sewing
moves in the same direction.

• Exit ss 13 and pass the thread under the loop of
the sewing below in Section 1 then enter ss 12.
Repeat this process at ss 9 – 8 and 5 – 4. Continue
in this fashion for both French Weave and Coptic
stitch till all the sections are added.

• Add the front cover by taking the thread from the
last section over the cover into the hole in the cover
and around a second time (as with the back cover).
Bring the thread to the outside the enter the sewing
station directly below where you have added the
cover. Move along all the Coptic stitch sewing
stations attaching the cover to the last section.  After
returning the thread through the last sewing station
tie off by slipping the thread under the inside
thread, thus forming a kettle stitch.  Repeat kettle
stitch and cut thread.

NB:  You may find it easier to use a curved needle for
the Coptic stitches.
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RECENTLY I was asked to do some work on a book
that involved removing previous repairs. The book
was a copy of John White’s Journal of a Voyage to

New South Wales (London, 1790). This copy is one of the
few with contemporary hand-colouring. It is quite a scarce
book so the extra work involved was considered
worthwhile.

My main task was to remove the old reback which
had been done using leather that was a poor match to
the original extant board leather. In addition, the tooling
on the later spine was unsympathetic and poorly done.
Even the lettering on the title piece was not spaced in
18th-century style, and the tooling was unattractive. The
stuck-on endbands were inappropriate and too small,
causing the leather on the headcaps to ‘float’ above them.

The corners had also been repaired with leather that,
while a reasonable match in terms of colour, had been
insufficiently pared. This caused the boards to swell where
the new leather had been inserted and made an unsightly
junction of new and old on the board edge.

My first task was to cut away the later leather from
the spine and dig it out from under the old board leather.
This was not too difficult as it appeared that PVA, rather
than paste, had been used in the earlier reback. Very
minimal damage was caused to the inner edge of the old,
rather dry board leather during this operation. Tearing
the leather away from the spine was quite easy. The final
part of this step was to dig the reback leather out from
the turn-ins and to pull off the stuck-on headbands.

I then prepared a new piece of leather, thin kangaroo
in this case, and stained and speckled it with spirit dye to
match the original board leather. After I achieved the
correct colour and tone, I cut it to size and pared it on all
four sides ready for fitting.

Correcting Old Repairs
John Turner
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I decided to reback the book with a hollow spine.
Strictly speaking, a tight back may have been more
historically correct, as hollow backs were uncommon in
England up to about 1800. I find that a reback is a bit
easier to do with the hollow back style, especially the turn-
ins, and there is less wear and tear on the spine tooling
when the book is opened.

New endbands were sewn onto the book. In cases
where the text has been resewn as single sheets, or when
the inner folds are delicate and unstable, new sewn
endbands can be difficult to do. An alternative is to wind
thread over a core of leather and vellum, and back this
with strong paper. This construction is glued onto the
spine. So you have a stuck-on endband, but one that is
stylistically in keeping with the book.

A spine hollow was constructed from craft paper in
the usual ‘on/off’ construction; the more the number of
‘off’ folds, the better the foundation for new tooling.

The new spine piece was then fitted in the usual
manner, tucking it under the old leather on the front and
back boards, and glueing it down on the new hollow. The
new material was then turned in at head and tail.

The next task was to reduce the thickness of the board
at the corners. As noted above, the previous repairs were
done using leather that had not been sufficiently pared.
The old leather was rather dry and unstable but had been
laid down neatly enough on the new material. I therefore
decided not to try to pull apart the repair, but to reduce
the excess bulk through surgery.

With a very sharp knife, I sliced under the corner
leather on the inside of the board, lifting it up to where
the previous repair leather had been inserted. I then
gradually pared away some board and leather until the
corner was reasonably uniform in thickness to the rest of
the board.

I used a mixture of EVA and paste to join the two
surfaces together and left it to dry under pressure. The
rather ugly join between the old leather and that of the
previous repairs on the board edge, was corrected by
paring the new leather on the outside until it was flush,
and touching up with sprit dye and acrylics.

New title labels were made from red and green morocco
(a much used colour combination for 18th century books),
pared very thinly on a Brockman Paring Machine and
backed with Japanese paper. This backing gives stability
to the tooling and keeps the letters indented when the
labels are pasted and attached to the spine. Tooling was
done off the book.

The spine was to be gold and blind tooled in 18th
century style, but this was not completed at the time of
writing this article.

Board split on inner surface, ready for thinning.

Material pared from board to reduce thickness.

Completed corner, showing thinner board profile and old
repair now blended in.
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THE BOOK was made from A5 sheets, torn from an
Italian  watercolour sketch block, and folded to make
folios. A grammage of 180–200+ gsm would be

suitable. The spine/hinge piece is made from an accordion
pleated strip of paper-lined bookcloth and gives the
finished book room for a little expansion. The folios open
flat. The hinges are trapped between cover folios made
from light card covered with decorated paper. The folios
are attached with fold to the foredge.

Score and fold as many folios as you like. I used six.
Lightly dampen the spine folds and press the pages while
preparing the accordion and covers.

Cut a strip of bookcloth about two thirds of the height.
Score a vertical line 2 cm from the left edge, then score
lines 1 cm apart, 2 per folio, so twelve scores for my book.
Then trim the cloth leaving a 2 cm hinge at the right end.
Fold the accordion and rub down vigorously with a bone
folder. Prepare the cover folios by scoring and folding them,
with the decorated paper on the outside.

On waste paper, lay the accordion with paper side up.
Stipple thick PVA onto the first right hand pleat and insert
a folio. Rub down well.  Repeat to insert each folio, taking
care to align the folios.  Dry under a light weight for a few
minutes.

Attach the front cover by lifting the hinge, apply a line
of PVA down the spine edge, and adhere the inside
unfolded edge. Glue down the hinge. Apply another line
of PVA and attach the outer fold of the cover. Rub down
well.

Attaching the back cover
If you want an elastic closure for the book, measure a
piece of elastic cord about one and a half times the height
of the book, fold in half and tie with a simple overhand
knot. Pierce a hole in the centre of the outer back cover

An Unsewn Artist’s Sketchbook with
Capacity for Additional Sheets/Pages

Adrienne Allen

and use a hook made from a paperclip to pull it through.
The knot on the inside can be covered with a piece of
bookcloth for strength.

Next, attach the back cover, sandwiching the hinge
inside and the book is finished.  Sketch on the inside of
the folios and store extra sheets between them.

Variations include using two cloth accordions, one at
top and bottom of the spine, and alternative closures.
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I am fortunate to own a copy of The Whole Art of
Bookbinding, published anonymously in 1811.  It was
printed and sold, for the author, in Oswestry, a small

market town on the Welsh border.
Though the author’s name is not stated, he is almost

certainly Henry Parry, in whose name the book was
entered at Stationers Hall. Parry was also the author of
The Art of Bookbinding (1818). The 1811 work is the first
English bookbinding manual, or at least the first English
book devoted entirely to bookbinding. It is a scarce book,
probably produced in small numbers. As a working
manual, many copies were probably subject to excessive
wear and tear and thus destruction and eventual disposal.

Although the binding instructions are brief, they do
cover forwarding, covering and finishing. Stationery
binding also gets a few pages. Much of the rest of the
book consists of instructions on colouring edges, staining
and marbling leather covers and staining and colouring
backs. This last set of instructions are quite curious, as I
can recall seeing few, if any, leather bound books with
the backs stained green, purple or blue—ie, different
colours to the boards.

A novice would be struggling to bind a book using this
manual as a guide. There are no diagrams, and the text
lacks detail. It is rather a collection of good practice aimed
at experienced bookbinders. Many of the steps are at
variance with contemporary practice, although of course
the book’s value as a manual cannot be judged on this!

An instruction one finds throughout is to ‘put the book
to the fire’. In cold damp conditions, usual for binders at

the time and locations where the book was written, paste
and glue takes longer to dry. A fire would have been an
essential requirement, not least for the binder’s comfort.

The instructions on forwarding, backing and covering
are reprinted below.

Forwarding
Respecting folding and sewing, it will be necessary to give
a few hints, before we proceed to that which is most
essential.

The beauty of a book greatly depends on folding the
sheets even, to which it will be requisite to pay particular
attention; in order that, when the book is cut, the margin
may be uniform in the different pages.

Great care must be taken in sewing; the thread not
drawn too tight at head or foot, and the back kept regularly
swelled. Sew folios and quartos on five bands, all sizes
below, if half sheets, on four bands with thin thread, if
whole sheets, three bands and thick thread.

When the book is beat, pressed, and sewed, paste down
the first two leaves of the endpapers, beat the back in a
smooth pressing board, to make it square; and, should it
not exceed the fore-edge in thickness, swell it a little more
with the fingers; hold the book in the left hand, and glue
it.   The book must not be put to the fire to dry, as that
would cause the fold to start, and deprive the glue of its
strength.

Backing
Open and scrape the boards, round the back, and place
the backing boards a little below the back on each side;
in this situation, between the fingers and thumb of the
left hand, put the book into the cutting press sand screw
it tight; beat the back firm and round with the hammer,
which will cause the backing boards to make a groove on
each side the receive the oasteboards.

Covering
After the edge is coloured, cut a small piece off the corners
of the boards next to the back, and headband the book
with cotton or silk thread. Give the back a coat of glue,
and cover it with cartridge paper; put the book to the fire,
rub the back smooth with the folding stick, and let it
remain till dry.

Immerse the leather in water*; wring the water out of
it then lay it on a board; put the book on the leather with
the boards flat and cut the cover. Pare the leather round
the edges, and paste it well; give the back a coat of glue,
and spread and draw the cover on the book. When the
cover is turned inside of the boards, rub it smooth with
the folding stick, cut the corners on the inside and make

The Whole Art of Bookbinding
John Turner
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them as neat as possible. Tie thread round between the
back and boards of the book, draw the leather on top of
the headbands, and put the back near the fire to dry.
When the leather on the back appears almost dry, rub it
well with the folding stick, put it again to the fire, and
when the whole of the cover is dry, marble sprinkle or
colour it.

* Middleton in his History of English Bookbinding
Technique, says that some leathers (ie, those not
adversely affected by moisture), were pared wet to
facilitate edge-paring. Testing the technique myself, I
have found no advantage either way. Wetting the
leather before pasting and then covering of course is a
good practice as the paste better soaks into the leather,
which also remains workable for a longer period.

THE Sydney Royal Easter Show is the biggest Arts
and Crafts Competition in Australia. It attracts over
4,500 entries in a total of almost 300 classes. The

2016 Sydney Royal Easter Show will be held from 17
March to 30 March.

Arts and Crafts have been a feature of the Easter Show
almost continuously since 1869, when the first Arts &
Crafts Exhibition was held at Cleveland Street School.
Over the intervening years the Arts and Crafts Competition
has changed significantly, reflecting the changing tastes,
passions and fashions of Australian society at large as
some arts and crafts have risen to prominence while others
have faded away.

Bookbinding has been a feature of the Sydney Show
since 1982 with 11 entries, largely as a result of the efforts
and lobbying of the NSW Guild Committee.

The competition comprises:
• CLASS 268: Cased-in-Binding. Bookblock may be

multi sections or single sheets. May be pre-sewn.
Case may be leather, cloth or paper. Prize 1st $50

• CLASS 269: Letterpress style leather binding.
Boards must be laced on, using tapes or cords.
Binding may be quarter, half or full style. Prize 1st
$50. (S269A) Cash Prize for the first prize-winning
Exhibit in Class 269, supported by the NSW Guild
of Craft Bookbinders Inc, Prize $200.

• CLASS 270: Any other style of bound book e.g.
non-adhesive structure, single section, stub
binding, limp binding, cross-structure binding,
accordion binding, coptic binding, exposed sewing.
Must function as a book. Prize 1st $5. (S270A) Cash
Prize for the first prize-winning Exhibit in Class
270, supported by the NSW Guild of Craft
Bookbinders Inc, Prize $200.

Entries can be made both online and offline, up to 18
November 2015 and 29 January 2016 respectively. The
fee is only $13 per entry, with a limit of one entry per
person, per class. Books do not have be delivered to the
Show for judging until Friday 4th and Saturday 5th March
2016. So, entrants have plenty of time to work on, and
complete their books. The number of entries was a down
in 2015, but it had been increasing up to then. It is hoped,
that with the craft’s current growth in popularity, that
entries will now keep increasing.

Entries from all over Australia are welcome, whether
amateur or professional. There have been plenty of
instances of bookbinders new to the craft winning a prize
at their first attempt. Classes 268 and 270 are particularly
suitable for inexperienced binders and well as experts.

As a previously irregular, but now committed regular
entrant, this writer can confirm that it is a thrill to
participate in this historic show.

The full Arts and Crafts schedule can be found at:

http://www.sydneyroyal.com.au/
2016ArtsandCraftsScheduleWeb.pdf

Incidentally, the Perth Royal and Royal Melbourne
Shows, both usually held in September–October each
year, also have regular bookbinding competitions.

The Bookbinding Competition at the Sydney
Royal Easter Show

John Turner
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Daphne Lera—A Tribute

WE are sad to report the passing of Daphne, the
well-known Sydney bookbinder, on 5th October
2015.

Daphne trained and worked in England, but emigrated
to Australia in 1983. She purchased the old bookbinding
firm of D S Murray Pty Ltd from the two daughters of the
firm’s founder. Her first premises were in a wonderfully
romantic room in the old Gowings Building. She later
moved into the Dymocks Building before relocating out
of the Sydney CBD.

An accomplished and expert binder and book restorer,
Daphne always struck me, by nature, as sensible, calm
and dignified, but at the same time she was possessed of
a real enthusiasm and love for her craft. This passion
was always evident once she started talking about the
work she did.

Daphne was a great supporter of the NSW Guild in its
early days. She served on the committee, conducted
workshops and wrote a number of scholarly, clearly
written articles for Morocco Bound.

In memory of Daphne Lera
working at DS Murray 1987–1991

FROM the 9th floor of the Gowings Building DS Murray
Bookbinders looked straight down George Street towards
the Town Hall with its clock tower. The view was special
but not as special as the bindery itself. When Daphne
took over DS Murray she changed very little. Yes, she
took out the small changing room where the previous
employees had changed out of their street clothes and
into their work clothes; a rack full of rolls of book cloth
and leather filled this space. But Daphne was committed
to the heritage of the bindery she had bought just as she
was committed to the craft of hand bookbinding and the
repair of old books.

The city location was a blessing and a curse. I found
DS Murray when I was looking for a binder to bind or
help me bind an edition of books I had hand printed. The
city location was crucial to me, like many of DS Murray’s
customers, because it was convenient to get to. Daphne
suggested I come and bind the books myself. I had
completed a basic evening bookbinding course at TAFE.

After completing my edition of bindings under her
watchful eye, she offered me a part-time job. I did the
jobbing work, endless case bindings, binding everything
from long-term customers’ journals into volumes, bizarrely
sometimes in reverse chronological order, to private
schools’ headmasters’ annual correspondence, to
rebinding Vogue and Vogue Living magazines for the

Members of other Bookbinding Guilds can attest to
the major impact Daphne had on the expansion and
proliferation of craft bookbinding, not just in her chosen
home of NSW but further afield. Ron Eadie of the Victorian
Guild states that the VBG may not have come into
existence had it not been for a workshop visit by Daphne
in the early 1980s. It was out of this small group of
amateur and professional binders that the VBG was
formed. Daphne was always supportive of Guilds in other
States and took an interest in what they were doing.

A number of lives were changed by Daphne, including
my own, as it was she, when I first visited her premises in
the Gowings Building, who alerted me to the wonders of
bookbinding and book restoration. It was not only I, who,
with Daphne’s encouragement, enrolled in and completed
the TAFE Book Restoration course. A number of well-
known Sydney bookbinders also worked for Daphne at
some stage in their careers.

Our sympathy is extended to Daphne’s family and
friends on her passing. Many of the people who knew,
liked and respected Daphne attended a wake to her
memory at Medlow Bath on 25th October.

John Turner, President.

Daphne in 1989.
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publisher’s archive and best of all, annually, the complete
telephone books of Australia also for an archive
somewhere. While I was happily doing this “low grade
work” I was to learn of the long history of bookbinding
and related crafts, as well as the world of designer binding
and the plethora of other binding styles way more
sophisticated than the perfect bindings and case bindings
on commercially published books.

The curse of the city location was that the rents were
high and always getting higher. This obviously had to be
reflected in the prices. People would sometimes baulk at
the cost of repairing a loved book (usually a bible) or having
a new book bound. Partly the problem was that they could
not visualise the transformation Daphne would work. And
partly because they undervalued the skills of the binder,
because they undervalued the book, the object itself; so
many bargain basement books for $20 must affect people’s
perception of books in general. When the recession in the
late 1980s hit and the pesky phone stopped ringing, the
rent still had to be paid. But a book falling apart on the
shelf is happy to wait, as is that stack of journals collecting
in a box. We employees also had to be paid and Daphne
cut her own pay to keep the business afloat.

Over the 3½ years I worked for Daphne my respect for
her only deepened. She was determined, generous yet so
polite and gentle. Her generosity showed in many ways,
and I guess it’s when someone is more generous than
one expects it really hits home. In my first year, DS Murray
made a profit. Rather than pocketing it herself, buying a
new car or an art work to slide around paying tax, she
distributed it between her employees. That week my pay
was triple the usual amount. But her thinking was that
we all had worked to bring about that profit so we should
all benefit. Later when business got tough, I couldn’t help
thinking that it was a pity that the fat of the good times
couldn’t have been stored for these thinner times. C’est
la vie! Daphne would have said.

Daphne also sponsored binders from overseas to come
and work in Australia. Sometimes I think they didn’t
realise what an onerous process of paperwork the sponsor
had to go through to get them the work visa they needed
and that without her sponsorship they wouldn’t have stood
a chance. Daphne didn’t know these people from a bar of
soap but she gave them a chance. When I asked her why,
she gave two reasons. When her family had fled pre war
Austria because of their half Jewish heritage, her father
had had to start up afresh in the USA. The people who
had helped him were key people who had made a new life
possible and a success. When Daphne had decided she
wanted to emigrate to Australia with her daughter Justine,
the process must have been gruelling and there had been
no way of knowing if residency would ever be granted.
The signed document that granted them this passage was
framed and hung on the wall in her apartment. She was
present when that piece of paper was signed and she
spoke of the elation of that moment. These two events
made such an impression on Daphne that she wanted to
give others a chance, so it would not be so tough for them!

I will be forever grateful for having had this opportunity

to work for Daphne, to have known her as a boss, a
passionate binder and a friend—though my awe and
respect of her as my boss never quite wore off!

Monica Oppen.

The early years of Daphne Lera at
D S Murray:  1983–1986

Over the years Daphne has certainly changed lives, and
for the better.

Some years ago at an Australian Institute for the
Conservation of Cultural Materials (AICCM) symposium
that Daphne was attending I was speaking to a girl who
said that she had recently worked for Daphne. I admitted
that I had too, but not that recently. She brightly replied
‘Oh, everyone has worked for Daphne’, and it was true,
those who sought experience, knowledge or help in the
world of books could and did come across Daphne and
D S Murray.

My experience began in 1983 when I first heard of
Daphne. She had just bought the business, (founded
1883), of D S Murray, from the founder’s granddaughters
Joan and Shirley.  The two sisters had grown up and
worked in the business all their lives, Joan in the office
and Shirley basically absorbing the binding and gold
blocking side working alongside Bill Parker who had done
his apprenticeship there and who was also practically
retired.

A friend of mine, Margaret Lock of Lock’s Press, (a
private press, then in Brisbane) was in the very early days
of organising “Contemporary bookbinding: A Queensland
Arts Council touring Exhibition”. She suggested I meet
Daphne when I was next in Sydney.

Having family in Sydney, I travelled down during early
January 1984 and called in to meet Daphne and discuss
the exhibition. I also met Joan Murray that day, Shirley
was very ill and Joan had just come in from seeing her.
We all had a long talk, the end result was that I returned
to Brisbane, packed up everything and began working
with Daphne, by February 12. Lives had certainly been
changed in a very short space of time.

There was a continuity that played out in the
arrangement Joan pointed out to me, Shirley had been a
Librarian and left handed. So am I.

Preparing the items for the exhibition became part of
that year. Working on my entry on weekends at home
and having discussions about the progress during the
work week. Daphne already had some items ready to go.

Here is an extract from Margaret’s description of the
exhibition in the opening paragraph of the catalogue. We
gave a copy of it to the Guild library at the time.

 “This exhibition was designed as an introduction to
bookbinding techniques. It consists of examples of the
work of four craftswomen. Two of them, Jill Gurney
and Daphne Lera, were trained as craft bookbinders
and book restorers and are presently making a living
from their craft. The other two, Margaret Lock and
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Kathy Nix, became involved in bookbinding through
another craft which remains their primary interest and
which determines their approach to binding. (Margaret
illustrates and prints books; Kathy makes plant-fibre
papers.)”
People have talked about the feel of the old bindery in

the Gowings building. It was being like stepping back in
time, and the wonder of the old tools and equipment that
were still being actively used for this century’s old craft.

Daphne had taken on the duty of care in maintaining
and preserving this Sydney time machine and was still
hoping to find a place for it intact many years after she
had ceased actively binding. At one time, there was a
push by members of AICCM for the Powerhouse Museum
to take it on as a working bindery but the interest was
not there to save a piece of Sydney’s past.

However, in the mid 1980s, despite this ambience and
the time worn tradition, it did not stop Daphne in making
one major alteration to the bindery while I was there:
having the water connected.

This was a godsend. No more bringing in buckets of
water from the ‘Ladies’ washroom down the hall (luckily
located on the same floor, unlike the ‘Gentlemen’s.) in
the morning and taking back the throw-outs late
afternoon. I have a vague memory, that she actually had
the gas connected to.

We also saw, from the 9th floor back window the
phoenix of the old Queen Victoria Building rising from
years of neglect, having the dome renewed with new
copper: a marvellous transformation to witness. I
remember us standing there with our morning coffee
watching the progress, having those long and enjoyable
conversations that one inevitably had with Daphne. This
was apparent from the comments and fond memories
that were expressed at Daphne’s wake Sunday 25th
October. We all enjoyed our talks.

Change happened inevitably in the bindery, Betty
Torok replaced Joan during 1984, doing the books and
changing the system somewhat to Joan’s consternation.
She still regularly popped in with wonderful lemon cake
to keep an eye on things. We gave her a farewell party in
the bindery in 1985.

Ron Fiddler, who used to have his own business but
felt he needed company after his wife died, found a home
at Murray’s for a while after Bill left. Daphne asked me to
take notes and pictures of Ron’s way with repairing ledgers
and we came up with some good images of the process.
All this was pre digital so compared to now it seems to be
only a small number to actually document the process.

There were also Carlo and Matilde Chiocchio, brought
out from Italy. I started Italian lessons to help me
communicate with Carlo, building up a small Italian/
English dictionary of bookbinding terms. This did help
(only a little) when Daphne travelled overseas for some
months. All I remember is reading the job descriptions/
quotes and trying to translate for Carlo directions such
as “Cliente dice lavoro minimo”!  It became a running
joke “Cliente dice, cliente dice!”

I was introduced to Ann Nikolzev (a talented calli-
grapher and TAFE binding student) at the Guild Christmas
party 1984, by Daphne. Ann was to join our workshop
for part of the next year, wrestling with the nature of the
cantankerous gold blocking machine and practicing her
binding skills.

Monica Oppen has spoken of her time at Murray’s
and the uncertainties of running your own business. In
her article here she mentions Daphne being opened
handed with the business profits for their first year and
absorbing the losses herself.

Business life can be up and down and it was down
when I decided it would be best to leave in 1986, leaving
Carlo and Daphne in the bindery.

We kept in touch over the years, even business sitting
for her in the mid-1990s while she was away. I  miss the
many discussions regarding book conservation, x-raying
boards, designer bindings, and art work exhibitions.

The last time I met up Daphne was at an opening of
an exhibition a couple of weeks before she died. She
wanted to support the artist, a friend. As always we had
long discussions, this time regarding the 1960s, family
holiday photographs, genuine cream cupcakes, dogs,
family and time past. A good memory to keep.

Thank you Daphne, I think you know how you changed
my life for the better and I am sure there are many more

who have worked for you and known you,
who would say the same.

Jill Gurney.

Jill Gurney and Daphne Lera in the D S
Murray bindery.

Pnoto: Jill Gurney.
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Working in Private Practice
Welcome to Book Conservation Services (BCS),
Castlemaine. This is a small conservation bindery located
in Castlemaine, Victoria. The equipment, materials and
I, Karen Vidler, arrived here in late 2013. I am the owner
and manage the day-to-day operations of the business
and supervise two Student Trainees, Emily Keppel and
Cynthia Kapteyn, a Preservation Volunteer, Elizabeth
Eagger, and a part-time Office Manager, Andrea Napthene,
who keeps us all well organised. BCS also has occasional
assistance from Marika Kocsis and Bonnie Hearn as
project conservators.

A typical week evolves around undertaking the
conservation treatment or period rebinding of books from
any period of bookbinding history, one-off private binding
commissions or small edition bookbinding. The clients
are varied, ranging from private collectors, book dealers,
public institutions or people with one or two books of
significance to them.

Many weekends are taken up with workshops in basic

bookbinding techniques or basic through to advanced
book conservation techniques. Since January 2014 the
bindery has hosted British Bookbinders Michael Burke
(limp vellum binding), Dominic Riley (spring back
stationery binding) and Nicky Oliver (basic and advanced
bookbinding techniques). All the workshops were well
received and will continue in 2016.  I have delivered over
a dozen workshops in basic text block treatment and
repairs, cloth binding repairs and leather binding
conservation during the last 18 months. Participants
include students of conservation, practising bookbinders
and restorers and professional conservators.

The current trainees Emily and Cynthia have tailored
training programs to meet the gaps in their current skills
to become Book and Paper Conservators. They both, like
previous trainees and interns, began by learning how to
cook paste suitable for both paper repairs and attaching
a new leather spine to a book.

Emily is presently conserving an Islamic MS that came
into the bindery with considerable verdigris damage to

Working as a Bookbinder and Book Conservator
in Australia

Karen Vidler

Karen at work in the bindery.
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the border of the MS panels and very little of the original
binding. She is researching non-aqueous paper repair
techniques as well as identifying the date and geographic
origin of the MS before discussing the options for the paper
repair and rebinding with the client.

Becoming a Bookbinder and Book
Conservator
In the early 1990s, after completing a fine arts degree
and a degree in Librarianship, I worked in various roles
in the Baillieu Library, University of Melbourne. While
working in the Rare Book and Special Collection, I assisted
the Rare Books Curator, Merete Smith, with a preventative
conservation program or book dusting. With her I had
my first discussion about the book conservation profession
and the limited number of qualified book conservators
working in Australia. I was interested. Merete put me in
contact with the Head of Conservation at Melbourne
University Robyn Sloggett. Robyn and Merete were the
first people to set me on my particular path towards
professional bookbinding and book conservation—for this
I will always be grateful.

In the mid-1990s, a friend wandered through my
rented house and declared “what you don’t sell you could
always take with you”. He was referring to the idea I had
of heading to England to learn both bookbinding and book
conservation as I had been lamenting the lack of training
and education opportunities in Australia. Since 1993 I
had been working part-time on short projects at the
Conservation Department of the University of Melbourne,
while at the same time attending trade bookbinding
classes at RMIT. But there was no formal structure to
what I was learning.

I arrived in London on 30 June 1998 and completed a
15-month internship in Kentish Town, North London,
under the supervision of Book Conservator, Elizabeth
Neville. This included short periods of training at The
Public Record Office, Kew (The National Archives) and
The Leather Conservation Centre, Northampton.

Elizabeth Neville instilled in me the belief that to be an
effective book conservator, you must be a trained
bookbinder. If not, you are making decisions and under-
taking treatments without sufficient knowledge and skills
in the making and repair of books, which can lead to
unintentional and irreversible damage.

I next enrolled in the two-year diploma program of
Fine Bookbinding and Paper Conservation at Guildford
College, Surrey, UK. Here my tutors included, Lester
Capon, Mark Cockram, Maureen Duke and Glen Bartley.
During the bookbinding course we were given a sense

Karen washing printed
folios of a 17th century

book.

Working a headband
during the limp vellum

binding workshop.

Above: Demostration of
threading the vellum

lacings during the
stationery binding

workshop.
Right: Participant Sonya
Macdonald examining
washed folios during
Paper Treatment and

Repair workshop.

Above: Nicky Oliver
demonstrating a double

core, multi-colour
headband during the

headbanding workshop.

Left: Participant Laura
Juliff working the new

leather over the spine of a
large book during

Conservation of Leather
Bindings workshop.

Verdigris damaged
border.

Emily very carefully
cleaning each folio.
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that we were part of the history of bookbinding, that the
skills we were learning and knowledge we were gaining
were significant to the history of the book. There were
visits to and from manufacturers such as Harmatan
Leather, J Hewits & Sons and Cowleys parchment makers
that gave us a greater understanding of the properties of
the materials we were working with as bookbinders, and
also proved useful when I returned to study book
conservation.

While interning with Elizabeth Neville, I visited West
Dean College. I can still recall the amazing gold and black
gates at the front of the Edward James Estate where the
college is situated. An English friend once said that West
Dean was the sort of place where once upon a time you
would encounter silly gals named Florence on the tennis
court. After the Fine Bookbinding and Paper Conservation
qualification I completed post graduate education in book
conservation at West Dean. I found the tennis court
deserted. I now return there annually as a Visiting Tutor
to teach an intensive workshop in the conservation of
leather bindings.

Following employment at the Public Record Office
(National Archives) and the Victoria & Albert (V&A)
Museum, I moved into private practice in 2006 as a book
conservator and bookbinder. Being on my own solving
problems in both bookbinding and book conservation
quickly built my skills set and knowledge. When starting
out in private practice, there is no longer a convenient
network of more experience professionals available to me
so I have had to continually build my own network of
contacts to ensure I kept up to date with current
techniques and thinking. Both bookbinding and book
conservation are professions where you never stop
learning!

Over twenty years I have built up a group of peers and
mentors to whom I can turn for advice.  This can be divided
into two distinct networks that I need to practice in both
bookbinding and book conservation. The conservation
network includes Elizabeth Neville, Sonja Schwoll (Book
Conservator), David Dorning (Conservation Scientist),
Tony Bish (Book Conservator), Ian Beaumont (Leather

Objects Conservator), Louise Drover (Paper Conservator),
Robin Tait (Book Conservator), John Stinson (Bookbinder
Restorer) and Marika Kocsis (Paper Conservator). The
bookbinding network includes Maureen Duke, Mark
Cockram, Lester Capon, Stephen Conway and Nicky
Oliver. From the early years of education and training in
the UK I encountered a lot of kindness and patience. In
my own professional practice I have endeavoured to
continue this positivity when teaching or advising students
and other bookbinders and conservators.

Interesting Projects
During my training and professional practice I have been
privileged to work with not just skilled and dedicated
conservators and binders, but also some interesting
objects. This has included unusual binding structure and
materials.

The earliest unusual binding material I was asked to
conserve was a 17th century tortoiseshell cover, owned
by the V&A Museum, enclosing a 1658 edition of Les
Pseaumes de David by Clement Marot, which is a pocket
book designed for worship. The blind embossed cover
design imitates a gilt leather decoration of a figurative
centre piece and floral boarders with book furniture of
four silver gilt, engraved corner pieces and two matching
pin-style clasps and semi-circular hinges. The back tail
corner of the cover had become detached and distorted
in a way that would not allow it to easily be returned to
the rest of the back cover without placing strain on both
the cover and detached corner. A mould was cast of the
two components using a dental impression material. This
produced the slightly undulating surface required to
evenly adhere the corner using a conservation standard
adhesive, Fynebond. It was a tricky conservation repair
but it proved very effective.

Another unusual binding requiring skills in both book
conservation and bookbinding came into the Book
Conservation Services bindery a few years ago. This was
a large format map book consisting of 21 foldout
navigation charts and 66 pages of text titled The English
Pilot Describing the West India Navigation, 1789.

The visual and microscopic examination revealed that
this copy was originally bound in full, brown calf leather
with six raised bands on the spine. The boards had become
detached and were retained by sewing them into a chemise
covering made of sail cloth using deplyed hemp rope sized
with tar and wax as sourced on board a ship. The paper
conservation and conservation binding agreed with the
client was designed to retain this original chemise
structure while stabilising and protecting the maps and
text leaves. The text block was resewn using the original
sewing stations on six raised cords. New boards were made
from 8 layers of Griffen Mill Jute paper to match the
density and thickness of the original boards. The covering
of aerolinen spine and Griffen Mill Akbar paper sides was
kept simple to indicate this is not the original covering,
the original having been sewn in to the chemise cover.

Karen working with Book Conservator Jane Rutherston
on a large Mamluk Qur’an, V&A Museum.
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opinion is shared by many people I have taught in the
last 2 years (students, amateurs and professionals) who
are frustrated by the limited formal education and training
opportunities available here in Australia.

An initial observation, as a delegate of the Australian
Bookbinding Symposium, Melbourne 2013, occurred
during one question and answer session. I was
disappointed to hear that established bookbinders and
restorers were reluctant to take on trainees who may one
day set-up a similar business and become competition. I
mentioned this conversation to mentor Maureen Duke,
who commented that encouraging trainees to such a level
should be seen as a great compliment to any teacher. As
one whose business in regional Victoria has a steady flow
of work and trainees passing through the bindery, I agree.

For the last two years, I have been lucky to be involved
with Lost Trades, Australia. This is a well organised and
motivated group led by Lisa Rundell in Kyneton, Victoria.
She has brought together trades people and crafts people
from all over Australia to demonstrate and discuss their
trades over two days in March, with over 15,000 people
attending the 2015 fair. For the trades’ people this is an
opportunity to gauge the public attitude. I was so grateful
when I realised there are many people wishing to learn
bookbinding skills, as well as keen to learn more about
the breadth of skills and knowledge required to be a book
conservator.

The future of both bookbinding and book conservation
in Australia would be much brighter if formal education
and training was available. This may seem naïve but the
Bookbinding Guilds and the Book & Paper Group of the
Australian Institute for the Conservation of Cultural
Materials (AICCM) should be united in taking more active
roles in identifying and targeting deficits in the current
education and training for both bookbinding and book
conservation. With agreed standards of education and
training delivered by qualified tutors, a generation of far
more skilled and internationally competitive binders and
conservators would be produced in Australia.

The future for me and Book Conservation Services is
the continuation of training opportunities. The visiting
tutor program will continue in 2016, with the return of
Nicky Oliver teaching some basic bookbinding workshops.
The basic conservation skills workshops and the Trainee
program will continue with an intake of new trainees later
in 2016. In this way I am hoping to make a small
contribution to passing on skills and knowledge in
bookbinding and book conservation to a passionate group
of people who believe in the value of books.

Karen Vidler
Book Conservation Services
www.bookconservationservices.com
www.facebook.com/bcsbindery
Email: bcsbindery@gmail.com

Back in Australia
Since returning to Australia in 2013, I have taken time to
observe the general attitudes within and towards the
professions of bookbinding and book conservation. From
within the profession it’s a bit depressing as things have
not moved on much since I left Australia in 1998. This

Casting the mould using
small clamps with
plastazote pads.

The completed repair
using Fynebond adhesive.

Labelled components of the chemise and book before
conservation rebinding.

Completed rebinding retaining the sail cloth chemise.
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